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Introduction 
This is the manual for the IMAKEMADBEATS computer game. IMAKEMADBEATS, herein referred 
to as IMMB, is an artist on the Independent record label Doxside Music Group Corp, whose first 

solo album was released January 18
th

, 2011. The album is available online through all major 
digital distributors.  

Game Play 
IMMB The Game is essentially a “Simon Says” style game designed around the beat making 
experience of a drum machine. Several key indicators will appear in a set order which the user 
is then tasked to select in the exact order the user was shown. Each level is comprised of 2 
parts, recreating the Drums, and recreating the Samples for a beat. Each level has only one beat 
to reproduce. Successfully selecting the key indicators in the correct order for both the Drums 
and Samples will advance the player to the next level. Failing to reproduce the Drums or 
Samples within the given time or not recreating the Drums/Samples in the same order shown (3 
consecutive times), will automatically end the game. At that time, the player is free to restart 
the game from Level 1. If the player can successfully complete all levels, the player is then 
considered a “WINNER,” and will be rewarded with a game code. This code can be redeemed 
with Doxside Music Group for special prizes.  

Story 
The IMMB game player has been assigned a very important task as IMMB’s assistant engineer. 
He/She has been asked to reproduce several of the beats he has created for the album, but 
have been stolen while touring. In order for the first show on the tour to be successful, the 
player will need to carefully recreate each beat within a given time limit on his “specially” 
crafted beat machine, the DMG2000XL. The DMG2000XL doesn’t appreciate others using it, so 
it may try to give the player a difficult time.  

Playing the Game 

Title screen 
The title screen gives you a glimpse of the DMG2000XL with the IMMB logo.  Two difficulty 
levels are available, Easy and Hard. The easy mode has static patterns that are the same each 
time the game is played. Hard mode has randomly generated levels which will differ every time 
the player plays the game. A video tutorial is also available for viewing.  
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Tutorial 
Selecting the Tutorial button on the title screen will start a video tutorial of the game. The 
tutorial is streamed from the www.Doxside.com website and may take up to a few minutes to 
load (depending on internet speed).  
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Starting the game  
Selecting Easy or Hard will take the player to the same screen within the game. The player will 
receive a text message from IMMB describing his dilemma and how the player can help him. 
The cell phone will reappear during key moments in the game to inform the player of their 
progress.  

 

After dismissing the cell phone by clicking the “Hide” button, the player will be given a full view 
of the DMG2000XL. 
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Controls  

Mouse  
The mouse pointer is replaced by an eerily life like hand. Don’t be afraid, the tip of the index 
finger works exactly like a mouse would.  

DMG2000XL Screen  
The green DMG2000XL screen will display key information while playing the game. (Keep an eye 
on it if you are unaware of what you should do next).  

Themes  
The Theme buttons can be found directly below the green DMG2000XL screen. This drum 
machine has 6 unique themes that can be changed while playing the game. Simply clicking on 
one of the theme buttons will accomplish this.  

 

Bank Buttons  
There are two bank buttons on the DMG2000XL, Bank A and Bank B. Bank A will always contain 
the Drums, while Bank B will contain the Samples. As mentioned above, each level has two 
parts to complete, Drums and Samples. These must be completed separately. The player can 
choose to complete the Drums or Samples in any particular order, but both must be completed 
correctly in order to complete a level. 
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Audio Controls  
The Audio controls can be found on the bottom left corner of the DMG2000XL. 

Start – The Start button will start the key indicators on the pads. The pads will be 
indicated in the correct order. Once all key indicators have been displayed, the clock will 
begin its count down and the race to complete the beat will begin.  

Reset – The Reset button resets the sequence that has been selected. If the player is 
unsure of their selection, they are advised to hit “Reset.” (NOTE: The time will continue 
to count down) 

Play Beat – The “Play Beat” button will demonstrate what the completed beat should 
sound like once finished. The “Play Beat” button can be used at any point once the Level 
has begun.  

Stop – The “Stop” button will stop playing ANY sounds that are currently playing in the 
game.  

Play – The “Play” button will play back in the order the user has selected the pads and 
their associated sounds. (Useful for audio confirmation of the correct Drum or Sample 
sequence.)  

Volume Control  
The Volume control knob adjusts the level of all sounds played through the DMG2000XL. The 
knob can be adjusted either with the mouse/hand control or using the up/down arrows on your 
keyboard.  

Pads  
There are 8 pads on the DMG2000XL labeled 1-8. Each part of the beat (Drums and Samples) 
will contain 8 separate parts assigned to each pad. When “Start” is clicked, key indicators will 
be displayed on each pad, representing the order the sounds need to be played in. Once they 
have finished playing, it is the player’s turn to select the pads in the correct order. Clicking on a 
pad will play its corresponding sound. The game will also record the order in which the pads 
were selected. After selecting all 8 pads, the order that was selected will be compared to the 
original beat, to determine if they are in the correct sequence. Selecting them in the right order 
will yield success, while selecting them in the incorrect order will result in failure. 

Quit Button  
The Quit button can be found on the bottom left corner of the screen. This will exit the level and 
take the player back to the title screen.  
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Conclusion  
We hope you enjoy playing IMAKEMADBEATS The Game. Many hours were spent creating the game 
and we appreciate you taking the time to play it. Doxside would like to thank all the beta testers for 
their help. If you have suggestions to improve the game experience, please email 
support@doxside.com. 
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